Agenda, ITCC Open Forum

Approve minutes (originally sent February 8, attached for your convenience)

e-Learning, including Intellectual Property (Roger Weaver Presentation attached)

Lance Calloway – hands on demo of faculty web page new features -- hey everybody, don’t miss this! Bring your laptops!

Types of Tablet Computers IT is prepared to support (Dell, Fujitsu, both?)
(Thumbnail of above discussion: UMC supports Fujitsu, we support Dell. So it is probably a capability to support both with a delay for any hard issues on Fujitsu compared to Dell. Probably a reasonable tradeoff for Fujitsu fans. Mark Bookout is familiar with the issues involved.)

Budget Overview (Margaret)

UM IT Strategic Plan (Margaret)

Research Computing – including role of Research Computing in Research Capacity Report (Thomas)

Residential Pricing Model (included by request. See January minutes for context, in the email with subject line “Re: meeting is tomorrow Feb 8…” Any additional discussion will be welcome during the Open Forum.)